
Proactive Conflict of Interest Management

Boost efficiency Identify risksIncrease Transparency

Managing Conflicts of Interest disclosures across your organisation and network of 

stakeholders shouldn’t be a time-intensive, painful or difficult process.

Increase the efficiency of your 

compliance operations by 

automating your COI 

declaration process with a 

workflow powered conflict of 

interest solution.

Set COI annual declaration 

deadlines, and enable an always-

open approach to allow 

employees to update declarations 

in a timely fashion.

Dashboard data displays 

keep you informed and up-

to-date. Empowering you to 

compare, analyze, and 

discover COI risk patterns all 

from a single view.

Easy Conflict of Interest – ensuring your integrity

Strengthen and automate your Conflict of Interest 

and disclosure processes easily with our Power 

Platform (PaaS) based solution. 

The solution provides easy functionality and 

integrated security, utilising Azure B2C Identity 

Management for single sign-in, all necessary to allow 

your organisation to remain regulatory compliant 

using a proactive Conflict of Interest (COI) 

management solution and processes.

Adopt an automated, structured approach to reporting and managing Conflicts of Interests from 

the moment they arise to ensure that your business is protected against risk, at all times.

Without effective conflict of interest and disclosure software, your organization is left vulnerable in more ways 

than one. Impermissible gifts, investment interests, familial ties, and legal involvement are a few of the possible 

Conflicts of Interest that need to be disclosed appropriately to avoid non-compliance penalties.



Why ElysianIT?

We’re proud to be a UK SME Gold Microsoft Partner, so you get a 

dedicated professional services with a personal touch. We pride ourselves 

on building effective and trusted partnerships with our customers to deliver 

intelligent, targeted and considered changes to technology that will 

transform the end-user IT experience, increase productivity, harden security 

and reduce overall business costs. Our highly skilled consultants hold 

decades of experience working with the entire Microsoft stack and as a 

Microsoft Gold and Direct CSP partner, we are widely viewed as a trusted 

and safe set of hands.

Contact us today to get started! 

info@elysianit.com

www.elysianit.com

Enabling online solution access to all employees 

eliminates the need to individually track down 

employees, the loss of individual surveys in the 

process or any laborious mass emails and time-

intensive excel spreadsheet curation and reporting.

Once employees have submitted their interests, or 

confirmed they have nothing to declare, our solution 

notifies the appropriate users of the submissions. Our 

advanced real-time dashboards immediately 

highlights any possible conflicts and promptly relates 

that information to compliance managers.

Automation in Action – empower your organisation

Boost efficiency

Restrict viewing of 

documents to only 

people who require 

access.

Track completion of 

submissions, and follow 

decision-making process on 

potential COIs.

Securely store all 

documents, including 

previous records, in one 

location for convenience.

Real-Time Dashboards Document Storage

Custom Forms Review and Decide Solution Alerts

Manage conflicts of 

interest based on 

employees’ roles and 

responses.

Manage conflicts of interest 

based on employees’ roles 

and responses.

Receive notifications 

requesting COI actions.

Establish a best practice conflicts of interest process and solution that meets the unique 
needs of your organisation. Never let a Conflict of Interest go unnoticed again…
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